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The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
I found a lot of new information since I was here for the 2009 reunion. I will have to make a quick summary of what I said in 2009 to put the new information into context. After 70 years of research, we did not know who Andreas‘ father was. I spent years trying to track him down by researching  the many family legends, but they all led to dead-ends. There were no German state records of births and deaths until 1874 and no central source to research. Churches recorded their ceremonies in their church books, but you need to know in what church the ceremony took place to find the records. The first break came when Ed Killian sent me an e-mail in 2000 saying there was a marriage of an Andreas Kilian mentioned on the Feuchtwangen historical internet site. He asked if I could find the record in the Regensburg Archive and see if it mentioned any relatives. I did find it , but not in Regensburg. That is a Catholic archive. I found it in the Lutheran archive for the state of Bavaria in Nürnberg. I was not optimistic, because Andreas and Kilian are both common names and I had found several Andreas Kilians, some born in 1702 and even one with a daughter named Margaretha, but I could never connect  any of them to the North Carolina Killians.



The First Clue
Andreas Kilian‘s Marriage Record in 1722

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
This is a copy of the record number 33 in 1722 from the Feuchtwangen church book in the Lutheran Bavarian State Archive in Nürnberg.



Andreas‘ Marriage Record 
Transcript and Translation

Andreas Kilian von Artzbach und Magdalena 
Fischerin von Steinbach sind wegen getriebener 
Fornication nach dem Ausschreiben copuliert 
worden d. 6. Mai [1722].

Andreas Kilian from Artzbach [Arzbach] and 
Magdalena Fischer from Steinbach because of the 
act of fornication after the announcement were 
married on the 6th of May [1722].

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
This is a transcript and an English translation of Andreas‘ marriage record. In the church books the year is written and each record for that year is give a number. This record was number 33 under the year 1722. The years doesn‘t appear in the record and this is why it is in square brackets. This type of marriage was not uncommon. I found many records of this type. Because women had no profession, unwed mothers could not support a child. The village or town had to support them. To prevent out of wedlock children in the 1500-1600s there were strict punitive laws. The couple was put in jail, often in chains on bread and water. This was a civil matter, but only the church could perform marriages until 1874, so a priest, or pastor, came to the jail and married them. Sometimes they were kept in chains for a few weeks after the marriage.In the 1700s, when Andreas lived, the laws were relaxed and were no longer punitive, they were only to coerce them to marry. They were put in jail until a committee of civil leaders made the decision that they must marry and had it read out publicly. After a cleric came to the jail and married them, they were released with no police record.  The marriage was then written into the church book.This marriage record did not say much. Normally a record would name the parents and witnesses, where they lived and their professions. This one told us nothing about where to look for the parents‘ records.



The Building Where Andreas Married

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
I was able to find the actual building where Andreas was married, because it is recorded as being the Büttelei in the Feuchtwangen Häuserbuch (house book) at number 14 Hirtengasse. It is now a private house.These houses have been renovated, but there are buildings and parts of walls on the street that look like this, so I suspect it looked like this in Andreas‘ time.



The Clues in the Marriage Record

 Feuchtwangen: The nearest town with a jail

 72 Steinbachs in Germany

 6 Steinbachs in Bavaria

 3 Steinbachs near Feuchtwangen

 4 Arzbachs in Germany

 Steinbach an der Holzecke and Arzbach only  

about a half mile apart

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
Even though the record had little to say, it did give us three clues:Most villages could not have a market, grain storage, professional guilds, a jail, police or a militia. These were reserved for towns with a town rights charter. The couple was taken to the nearest town with a jail. In this case Feuchtwangen, so their homes would be near Feuchtwangen.Steinbach is a common town name. There are 72 of them in Germany, 6 in Bavaria and 3 near Feuchtwangen. There are 4 Arzbachs in Germany. Steinbach an der Holzecke is 17 kilometers (10.7 miles) from Feuchtwangen and 1 kilometer from one of the 4 Arzbachs.  Neither of these villages have a church and Saint Gallus Church in Erzberg is only one  kilometer (0.62 miles) from Arzbach.That seemed the logical place to look for records.



Saint Gallus Church in Erzberg
9 miles from Feuchtwangen

0.62 miles asphalt road

0.62 miles
asphalt road

0.8 miles
field path

Steinbach an der 
Holzecke

Arzbach

Erzberg
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Notiz
These three villages form a triangle. Today there is an asphalt road from Erzberg to Arzbach one kilometer (0.62 miles) away. It turns left and continues to Steinbach one kilometer (0.62 miles) farther.But by field paths Steinbach and Erzberg are only 1.5 kilometers (0.8 miles) apart and that is probably the way they went to church.



Saint Gallus Church in Erzberg
As seen from Steinbach an der Holzecke

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
I took this picture of Saint Gallus Church over a field of rape flowers while standing in Steinbach an der Holzecke.Rape, called Raps in German, is commonly grown in Europe for oil.



Saint Gallus Church Book
37 Records Found 

 Andreas baptismal record, 1702

 His 3 children‘s baptismal records, 1724, 1726 
and 1729

 His father‘s 2 marriage records and burial records 
of his father and 2 wives.

 Baptismal records of 3 siblings and 8 half-siblings

 Burial records of a half-uncle and 2 half-aunts

 Baptismal records of 14 half-first- cousins

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
We knew almost nothing about Andreas that would be useful in determing if this was the correct Andreas Kilian.  The only useful piece of information was his will listed 12 children. If I could find birth records of several of these children that would be the beginning of a  circumstantial case.I did find the baptismal records of Leonhard, Anna Margaretha and Johann and the dates conformed to the estimated dates in America. That was a promising start.I later found Andreas‘ baptismal record in 1702 and those of three siblings. These records named his parents, Andreas Kilian and Dorothea Knaus. I found 2 marriage records of his father and burial records of his father and both wives. His father‘s marriage records said  Andreas‘ grandfather was Georg Kilian, farmer in Schambach.I found burial records of a half-uncle, two half-aunts and baptismal records of their 14 children. But at the time I could not identify these people. All in all there were at least 39 Kilians  living in Steinbach, a village with only 13 houses at that time. I felt they must all be related, but it took me two years to discover how.



Weberhaus (Weaver House)
In Steinbach

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
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The records said Andreas and his father were both weavers. I talked with an elderly woman in Steinbach, a grandaughter of Rosina Kilian. I told her I was looking for the Weberhaus (weaver house).  She said there had been a weaver house, but it was no longer there. She pointed out where it used to be.A year later I was talking with a farmer in Steinbach and told him the woman had told me there was a weaver house. He said “I have a picture of  it“. He went home, brought a photo album and showed me this picture.  I took a picture of it.This picture is over a 100 years old and it is probably where Andreas and his father lived and plied their craft.



Saint Gallus Church Cemetry

Saint Gallus new cemetery

on the edge of the village

Saint Gallus old cemetery

where Andreas‘ parents

were buried. 

This is now a lawn.

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
On the left the old Saint Gallus Church cemetery in Erzberg where Andreas‘ parents, half-uncle and aunts and his half-first cousins were buried. This picture was taken ca. 40 years ago and it is now a lawn. The cemetery was moved a few hundred yards away to the edge of the village.Grave sites are usually given for 25 years in Germany. Then they can be renewed. About twice each century graves are removed to make more space. In the past they put the bones in a bone-house and I expected to obtain a DNA sample of Andreas‘ parents without an exhumation order. This possibility vanished when I learned they only removed the gravestones and left the bones in the ground. This means there are centuries of bones under the lawn with no way to identify them.



Where was Andreas‘ Father Born ?

Schambach

Schainbach

or

Schambach

Schainbach
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Notiz
I tried for about a year to find out where Andreas‘ father was born. There are 4 Schambachs in Germany. They are 53 to 180 miles from Steinbach and all 4 have been 100% Catholic since 1650, two years after the end of the 30-Years religious war. No Kilian was registered as living in any of these 4 Schambachs in the surviving records.When I asked local pople if they knew Schambach, they said: “Oh yes, I know Schambach“ as if it were nearby.  Finally my wife Antje realízed that in old handwriting Schambach and Schainbach are almost identical. This is not handwriting of the late 1600s. It is Sütterlin handwriting developed by Ludwig Sütterlin in 1911. It became official in 1935 and was not taught after 1941. I used it here because it is very similar to German cursive that replaced Gothic in the 16th century and mainly because there is a Microsoft Word True Type Sütterlin font and I could type it. It clearly indicates the two names are exactly the same except for the dot over the “i“. Old documents have many stains and artifacts on them and a dot may be missed.There is one Schainbach in Germany ca. 14 kilometers (8.5 miles) from Steinbach and we went there.



Saint Jakobus Church in Schainbach

Saint Jakobus Church in 
Schainbach kept records
after 1684

Saint Lambertus Church 
in Hengstfeld, kept
records until 1670

Saint Veit Church in 
Wallhausen kept
records from 1671 
to 1683

2.5 miles2.5 miles
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Notiz
Schainbach has a church called Saint Jakobus, but it had no pastor for a very long time. Until 1670 records were kept by Saint Lambertus Church in Hengstfeld. From 1671 to 1683, they were kept by Saint Veit Church in Wallhausen and from 1684 in Saint Jakobus Church in Schainbach.



Schainbach Records

Children of Georg Kilian and Apollonia 

12 Children baptised in Hengstfeld, including

Andreas‘ father, also named Andreas

4 Marriage records in Wallhausen, including
Andreas‘ father and Anna Busch, copied
from the Saint Gallus Church book in Erzberg

None of these 16 records gave Apollonia‘s maiden
name.

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
In the Hengstfeld church book I found baptismal records of 12 children of Georg Kilian and Apollonia. One of these was Andreas‘ father also named Andreas.In Wallhausen I found 4 marriage records of children of Georg Kilian and Apollonia. One of these was Andreas‘ father Andreas and Anna Busch. The record said they were married in Erzberg and the record was copied into the church book of Andreas‘ parish in Wallhausen.None of these 16 records gave the maiden name of their mother. I found out 2 years later that Apollonia‘s maiden name was Burckard.This was documentary proof  that Andreas‘ father was this Andreas Kilian and this Georg Kilian was his grandfather.But I still did not know who Georg Kilian really was and it took another 2 years to find out.



Some of the Churches

Hengstfeld, Saint Lambertus 
Church before 1899

Hengstfeld 
baptismal 
Font

Schainbach
Saint 
Jakobus 
Altar

Erzberg 
Saint 
Gallus
Altar

Kleinansbach
Saint 
Nikolas 
Altar

Saints:
Katharina
Nikolas
Sebastian
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The upper left corner is how Saint Lambertus church in Hengstfeld looked before it was renovated in 1899. Andreas‘ father and his 11 siblings were probably baptised at this font. It disappeared during a renovation in 1976 when a new font was ordered. The church is now entirely modern and hardly any part of it is original except the tower. These 3 altars are interesting because they are much better than one would expect in poor farming villages of less than 100 people. The Saint Gallus altar is very high quality. The church was financially supported by the Imperial Free City of Rothenburg ob der Tauber, and that may explain how they could afford this altar. The other two altars are in small farming villages. The Saint Jakobus altar in Schainbach is a Maria altar and one does not usually find Maria altars in Lutheran churches. The Saint Nikolas altar in Kleinansbach has the images of the saints Margaretha, Nikolas and Sebastian and that would not be expected in a Lutheran church. After Martin Luther‘s reformation Protestants took the word of the Bible literally that images do not belong in a church. They began destroying master art works. Some priests tried to save them by hiding them in out of the way villages. This may account for finding art works of a much higher quality than one would expect in many small villages. Also these altars may have been plundered from other churches during the many wars.



Saint Gallus Church in Erzberg
Frankish Wehrkirche built before 1330, choir 1544 
renovations 1580, 1652, 1722, 1859. 1930, 1992 

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
The 2 most important churches to us are Saint Lambertus Church in Hengstfeld, where Andreas‘s father and his 11 siblings were baptized, and Saint Gallus Church in Arzbach where Andreas‘ parents were married and buried and where Andreas and his children were baptized. There is hardly anything left of the original Saint Lambertus Church after the 1976 modernization.  Saint Gallus Church is a Frankish Wehrkirche (defense church) as can be seen by the massive wall and the slit windows in the tower for shooting. Wehr is more than defense. It has an element of fighting back. The fresco that covers the walls and ceiling in the choir was plastered over until the 1930s. This may have been done after Luther‘s Reformation when Protestants destroyed many religious art works. Upper right is a view towards Steinbach from the church tower. Lower left is the way to the bell tower, which a casual visitor would not see. Despite numerous restorations the church has retained its character. The valuable organ was built by Gessinger. The altar frame and pulpit were built by master carpenter Caspar Fleischmann. The altar and pulpit are in the Frankish Gothic style. The baptismal font is probably where Andreas and his 3 children were baptized.I wish there was more time to show you some of the other many beautiful churches in small villages in Mittelfranken. 



Andreas‘ Grandfather, Georg‘s 
Baptismal Record Found in Limbach

Anno 1616 Den 13. Januari, Georg Chilian und 
Annae seinem Weib ein Sohn geboren, dessen 
Tauffdot Sebastian Fluhrer und ist Georg getaufft.

The year 1616 the 13th of January a son was born 
to Georg Chilian [Kilian] and his wife Annae [Anna] 
and baptized Georg. The godfather was Sebastian 
Fluhrer.

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
I was on the verge of giving up in identifying Andreas‘ grandfather, because most German church books were destroyed in the 30-Years-War and Georg Kilian must have been born either before or during  this war.As a last resort I decided to check church books within a 40 kilometer (ca. 25 miles) radius of all towns where I knew the family, godparents and witnesses to marriages lived.There was a Georg Kilian born in Limbach in 1616, two years before the 30-Years-War started. It was a stroke of luck that this survived.It said he was the son of Georg Kilian and his wife Anna. His age was right and the village was 4 kilometers (2 ½ miles) from Schainbach, but there was no information in the document to prove this was the correct Georg. It took another year to find that proof.



2 Marriages of Georg Kilian

Ursula Raysigs, 
in Triensbach 
1642, 5 children  

Apollonia Burckard , 
in Triensbach 1649, 
12 children
including Andreas‘ 
father

The first record says Georg Kilian was a farmer in 
Schainbach and the son of the late Georg Kilian. The 
second says he was a widower living in Lobenhausen.

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
The proof was two marriage records for Georg Kilian. The first was his first wife Ursula Raysigs in 1642 and baptismal records of their 5 children in Lobenhausen.It said Georg Kilian was a farmer in Schainbach and was the son of the late Georg Kilian. This placed him in Schainbach, gave us his father‘s name and the fact his father died before the marriage.The other was the marriage record with his second wife Apollonia Burckard. It said he was a widower living in Lobenhausen where all of Ursula‘s children were born.This completed the documentary proof of 4 generations from the pioneer Andreas to his father Andreas, to has grandfather Georg, to his great-grandfather Georg.



Marriage of Andreas‘ Great-Grandfather
Georg Kilian and Anna Weldmann, 1611

Dom 1. Post Epiphan.[ias] Georg, Sebastian Khilian zu Kienhart [Kühnhard] 
hinterlaßener Sohn, Anna Weldmann von Blofelden [Blaufelden] eheliche 
Tochter den 12. Febr.[1611] Hochzeit zu Rodt [Rot am See] gehalten.

One week after Epiphanias Georg, surviving son of the deceased 
Sebastian Khilian [Kilian] and Anna legitimate daughter of Georg 
Weldmann resident in Blaufelden were married in Rot am See on the 12th

of February [1611]. 

Epiphanias is the 6th of January, 1st manifestation of Christ.

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
In Limbach I found a marriage record of Georg Kilian and Anna Weldmann in 1611. This is another record that survived the 30-Years-War.Andreas‘ grandfather‘s records said his parents were Georg Killian and Anna.This record said Andreas‘ great-great-grandfather was Sebastian Kilian who lived in Kühnhard. It also said Sebastian died before 1611.So far I have not found any church book records older than 1611 and I was at a dead end.A professional genealogist naned Friedrich Wollmershäuser suggested I look at land records. That required finding out who owned the land where these Kilians lived in Kühnhard, Limbach, Lobenhausen, and Schainbach.  The land was owned by the Barons of Wollmershausen.



Barons of Wollmershausen
Land Records, 1612

These records describe
the farms of:

1. Sebastian Kilian in Kühnhard
2. Martin Kilian in Kühnhard
3. Georg Kilian in Limbach
4. Endris Kilian in Limbach
5. Andreas Kilian in Limbach
6. Hannß Kilian in Limbach

And what they had to pay the
barons in money, services and
goods.

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
The Main City Archive of Stuttgart had the Barons of Wollmershausen land records for 1612 and 1613. At the time of the 2009 reunion I had only a very brief abstract of part of this record. I ordered the documents, but they did not arrive in time for the reunion. The document said Martin had a farm in Kühnhard and before him has forefather [Se]bastian. These land records described the farms of 6 Kilians and what they had to pay the barons in money, services and goods.The records made it clear that Georg and Endres were Sebastian‘s sons. I think Martin must have been the eldest son, because the record said Sebastian was his forefather and he took over Sebastians farm, while the other sons got farms in Limbach. But there is no proof. Andreas Kilian, who also had a farm in Limbach, was probably Sebastian‘s son, but  there was no proof. I did find church records for children and grandchildren of Endres and Andreas, but they did not prove Andreas was Sebastian‘s son.  I think Hannß may have been Sebastian‘s brother, but again there is no proof. I found church records of an Andreas Kilian born before 1562, who may have been Sebastian‘s brother, but again there is no proof. He was an alderman in Michelsbach for 32 years and a peasants court arbiter.



When was Andreas‘ Great-Great-
Grandfather Sebastian Kilian Born?

The 1612 record describing Sebastian‘s farm says:

"… Martin Kilian had the farm years ago and before
him his ancestor [Se]bastian Kilian.“ After Martin 
Michael Kupffer had the farm in 1612, but it is
not known how long he had it. 

By 1612 there were 2 holders of the farm after 
Sebastian. Each may have held it for a life time. 
We can only estimate his latest possible birth
date as 1560 from what we know about his sons, 
but it was probably many years earlier.

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
By 1612 there had already been 2 subsequent holders of Sebastian‘s farm. The record in 1612 said Martin had it for “many years“ before the present holder. One would expect each held it for a working life time. We know from the names of 43 previous and subesequent holders of these four farms that the averge time they held the farms was 25 years. That implies Martin took over Sebastian‘s farm no later than 1587 and probably much earlier.So far there is no way of knowing how long before 1612 Sebastian got the farm, how long he held it and how old he was when he got it. The only real date we have is that Sebastian died before his son Georg was married in 1611.  We can only estimate, from what we know about Sebastian‘s children, that he could not have been born later than 1560. But it is probable he was born before 1547.



Earlier Barons of Wollmershausen 
Land Records

The earliest     
Wollmershausen
record in the  
archives is 1612

 Earlier records are 
private property 
of the family. 

 They are held in 
Amlishagen Castle. 

 They are not open to 
the public. 

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
By 1612 there had already been 3 subsequent holders of Sebastian‘s farm. The record in 1612 said Martin had it for “many years“ before the present holder. One would expect each held it for a working life time. We know from the names of 43 previous and subesequent holders of these four farms that the averge time they held the farms was 25 years. That implies Martin took over Sebastian‘s farm no later than 1587 and probably much earlier.So far there is no way of knowing how long before 1612 Sebastian got the farm, how long he held it and how old he was when he got it. The only real date we have is that Sebastian died before his son Georg was married in 1611.  We can only estimate, from what we know about Sebastian‘s children, that he could not have been born later than 1560. But it is probable he was born before 1547.



What are the Chances of Finding More?
30-Years War: The Most Distructive War Europe had Seen

In the 30-Years-War (1618 to 1648) Catholics
and Protestants burned one another‘s
churchs, towns and crops. Württemberg lost 
over 70% of its population. King Gustavus II 
Adolphus of Sweden was the most
destructive. In Germany he destroyed: 

 2,000 castles, 

 18,000 villages

 1,500 towns . 

Most German church books began anew after 
1650.

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
Shortly after Martin Luther‘s reformation, there was a Peasant‘s War (Bauernkreig) from 1524 to 1526. The peasants believed Martin Luther would support a revolt against the nobility. He did not support them, but many churches and monasteries were destroyed, together with their records. The Religious 30-Years-War from 1618 to 1648 was one of the most destructive Europe had seen. It was not restricted to Germany. Thirteen countries were involved and mercenaries from others, for example Spainish and Swiss mercenaries, supported the siege of Feuchtwangen by Holy Roman Emperor.After massive loss of life and destruction of property and records, we are extremely lucky to have found four documents written during the 30-Years-War, and even three documents written before the war.Because most German church books began anew after 1650, it is not likely anything new will turn up. But I believed that three times before and did find other documents, so there is always a possibility.



Where the Direct Line Kilians Lived

1: Kühnhard
Sebastian ca. 
1560- bef. 1612

2: Limbach
Georg Sr bef. 1612 – bef. 

1642
Georg Jr 1616 – ca. 1642

5: Steinbach an der 
Holzecke
Andreas Sr. 1677-1736
Andreas jr. 1702-1732
Leonhard 1724 - ?
Anna Margaretha 1726- ?
Johann 1729 - ?

3: Lobenhausen
Georg Jr. 1642- 1650

4: Schainbach
Georg Jr 1651- 1665
Andreas Sr.  1652-1677 0.7 mile

8.9 miles

8 miles

8 miles

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
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In summary this is where the Kilians in our direct family line lived. Until Andreas emigrated in 1732 for almost 200 years they lived within less than a 10 mile radius.



Andreas‘ Father‘s Half-siblings

Georg Kilian and Ursula Raysigs had a son named
Georg. 

A marginal note in Georg‘s baptismal record said he 
died on the 8th of August 17?3 in Steinbach. 

This proves the Georg Kilian buried in the Saint 
Gallus Cemetery on the 10th of August 1723 is the
same person and he was Andreas‘ father‘s half-
brother.

His descendants are still living in Schainbach where
Andreas Kilian‘s father was born.

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
I mentioned earlier that there were 17 Kilians living in Steinbach, at the same time as Andreas and his father, whom I could not identify. Later I discovered that Andreas‘ grandfather Georg had an earlier  wife, Ursula Raysigs, and among their five children was Georg. I found his baptismal record and it had a marginal note that said he died on the 8th of August 17?3 in Steinbach. The third digit could not be read, but the unidentified Georg was buried in Steinbach on the 10th of August 1723. It was customary to bury people within 3 days of their death. This record proves the unidentified Georg was Andreas‘ father‘s half-brother and his 14 children were Andreas‘ half-first cousins. The descendants of this Georg are still living today in Schainbach where Andreas‘ father was born.



Andreas‘ Half-uncle
and Half-first Cousins

..... 1 Sebastian Kilian ♂ b: before 1560, d: before the 12th of February 1611 

∞ unknown ♀

.......... 2 Georg Kilian ♂ b: before 1580 in Kühnhard, Baden-Württemberg

∞ Anna Weldmann ♀ m: the 12th of February 1611 in Limbach, Baden-
Württemberg

................ 3 Georg Kilian ♂ b: 1616 in Limbach, Baden-Württemberg

∞ Ursula Raysigs ♀ (1st wife of Georg Kilian, born 1616) b: the 7th of April 
1619

....................... 4 Georg Kilian ♂ b: 1647 in Triensbach, Baden-Württemberg,

∞ Barbara ♀ (1st wife of Georg Kilian, born 1647) b: before 1654

............................. 5 Johann Jacob Lorenz Kilian ♂ b: 1684 in Steinbach an der                       
Holzecke, Bavaria

∞ Maria Margaretha Klenck ♀

………………………………6  Johann Leonhard Kilian ♂ b: the 21st of May 1711 (twin)

∞  Lucia Rosina Wäckler ♀ m: before the 20th of October 1739

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
This is a genealogical chart of this Georg and his descendants to the 6th generation. It only shows one of Georg‘s 14 children. In searching for living Kilians in Germany related to us, I wrote letters to all of the Kilians now living within a circle of about 40 kilometers (32 miles) of each village where Kilians had lived. I included a complete genealogy and asked if they recognized any names and could provide more information. Most of those who replied knew little about their ancestors and some were ethnic German refugees, expelled from Poland and the Czech Republic in 1946, and had lost all contact with relatives.But the next day someone telephoned me and said:  “I‘m Walter Kilian and you sent me a letter.“ 



Our German Kilian Cousins in 
Schainbach, Mittelfranken

Maria and Walter Kilian 

with their grandson

Matheo

Markus 

Kilian and

his son

Matheo

Dagmar, 

Wife of

Markus 

Kilian
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I had a long telephone conversation with Walter Kilian. He lives in Schainbach, where Andreas‘ father was born. He only knew his ancestors back to Johann Georg who was born in Kleinansbach in 1808.  I was immediately interested for 2 reasons: 1- Andreas‘ mother‘s family came from Kleinansbach. 2- On a visit to Kleinansbach Karl Heizinger told me he was descended from Andreas Kilian. But it was a generation later than our Andreas. So far I have not identified this Andreas.



Our Cousin Walter Kilian, Born in 
Schainbach the 1st of November 1940

Johann Georg Kilian, born 2 March 1808 in 
Kleinansbach

The earliest ancestor Walter Kilian knew 
was:



Family Register in Kleinansbach

1- Johann Michael farmer in Wörnitz
2- Johann Georg born in Arzbach

3- Johann Georg born in 1808 in         
Kleinansbach

The family left Kleinansbach after 
1808, destination not mentioned

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
This is a family register from the Lutheran archive in Stuttgart. It said Johann Georg‘s father was also named Johann Georg and his grandfather was Johann Michael Kilian, a farmer in Wörnitz. The plot thickened. Wörnitz is only 6 kilometers (3.8 miles) from Steinbach an der Holzecke where Andreas was born.This record said Johann Georg‘s father died and his mother re-married. She had 3 more children and the family moved away from Kleinansbach. No destination was indicated.



Saint Gallus Church Book Records

1..Johann Leonhard Kilian, Hausgenosse in  Bastenau, before 1745 Halbbauer in Arzbach
∞ Lucia Rosina Wäckler, married before the 20th of October 1739

…..2 Johann Michael Kilian, baptized the 9th of January 1742, Halbbauer in Bastenau
∞ Anna Christina Claus, married the 21st of February 1763

…………3 Johann Georg Kilian, baptized the 24th of January 1767, Bastenau
∞ Anna Maria Ströbel, married the 7th of October 1795 

………...........4 Johann Georg Kilian, born the 2nd of March 1808 in Kleinansbach
∞ Margaretha Barbara Schüler, the 9th of February 1841

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
A search of baptismal and marriage records in the Wörnitz area showed that the elder Johann Georg was baptized in 1767 in Bastenau, only 4 kilometers (2.6 miles) from Steinbach an der Holzecke. His father Johann Michael was baptized in 1742, also in Bastenau. and he married Anna Christina Claus in 1763. This confirmed the Kleinansbach family register which said his wife was Christina.Baptismal records of 5 children were found and all said their parents were Johann Leonhard Kilian and Lucia Rosina Wäckler.These baptismal records showed that up to 1745 Johann Leonhard lived in Bastenau. From 1745 he lived in Arzbach. Arzbach is only about a half mile from Steinbach an der Holzecke. This begins to look very much like Johann Leonhard was the same person as the Johann Leonhard born in  Steinbach in 1711, great-grandson of Andreas‘ grandfather. His age is right. The location is right. The same names run in both families. Also a DNA test of Walter Kilian proved without doubt he is related to the North Carolina Killians, and the chance of the common ancestor being in the 11th generation is 99.54%. If these 2 Johann Leonhards are the same person, then Walter Kilian is 11 generations removed from Andreas‘ grandfather Georg and he is the common ancestor. Absolute proof required finding his marriage record.



Wallhausen Family Register of Johann 
Georg Kilian

Named the children 
and grandchildren of 
Johann Georg Kilian 
born in Kleinansbach in 
1808, resident in 
Schainbach

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
Then I began tracing Walter Kilian‘s ancestors descended from Johann Georg born in 1808. The Kleinansbach record indicated the family moved somewhere else. Since Walter lived in Schainbach that was the logical place to look. In Wallhausen, I found a family record of Johann Georg and it named his wife Margaretha Barbara Schüler and their nine children.



Wallhausen Family Register of Johann 
Georg Karl Kilian Born 1884

The Wallhausen family 
register of Johann Georg 
Karl Kilian named his 
children and grandchildren 
including Walter‘s father 
Karl

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
Another family record for his son Leonhard Friedrich Kilian named his wife  Maria Protzer and their children including Walter‘s grandfather Johann Georg Karl Kilian and his wife Maria König.  This record named Walter‘s father Karl Kilian.



Walter Kilian‘s Genealogy
Proof of Relation to N.C. Killians by DNA

1..Johann Leonhard Kilian, b. the 21st of May 1711, after 1739 Hausgenosse in Bastenau, 
before 1745 Halbbauer in Arzbach

∞ Lucia Rosina Wäckler, m. before the 20th of October 1739
…..2 Johann Michael Kilian, baptized the 9th of January 1742, Halbbauer in Bastenau

∞ Maria Barbara Wallinger, m. before the 30th of August 1743
…………3 Johann Georg Kilian, baptized the 24th of January 1767, Bastenau

∞ Anna Maria Ströbel, m. the 7th of October1795 
………...........4 Johann Georg Kilian, b. the 2nd of March 1808 in Kleinansbach

∞ Margaretha Barbara Schüler, m. the 9th of February 1841
…………………….. 5 Leonhard Friedrich Kilian, b. the 28th of January 1845 in Schainbach

∞ Maria Protzer, m. the 18th of July 1841
…………………………...6 Johann Georg Karl Kilian, b. the 14th of February 1884, in Schainbach

∞ Maria König, m. the 1st of July 1909
………………………………7 Karl Kilian, baptized the 28th of April 1912 in Schainbach

∞ Rosa Sofie Meissner, m. the 8th of September 1938
………………………………..8 Walter Kilian, b. the 1st of November 1940, in Schainbach, ∞ Maria
………………………………….. 9 Markus Kilian, b. the 16th of June 1975 in Schainbach, ∞ Dagmar
--------------------------------------------10 Matheo Kilian, b. the 17th of May 2010 in Schainbach

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
So now we have Walter‘s complete genealogy back to Sebastian Kilian. Walter gave me the information about himself, his youngest son Markus and his grandson Matheo, who is now 16 months old.



Johann Georg Karl Kilian
Kanonier Kilian, Würtemberger Field Artillery, 

49th Regiments, 1st Batallion in 1909

Emperor Wilhelm II, 

and King of Prussia
King Wilhelm II of

Württemberg

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
Walter Kilian‘s grandfather, Johan Georg Karl Kilian was a canonier in the Würtemberger Field Artillery,  49th Regement, 1st batallion in 1909, five years before the out break of World War I. This commemorative Krug shows King Wilhelm II of Württemberg on the left and Emperor Wilhelm II of Germany and King of Prussia on the right. The Krug belongs  to another grandson of Johann Georg Karl.



Wedding of Walter Kilian‘s Grandparents
Johann Georg Karl and Maria König 1890

House on Schainbacher Hauptstraße 
built in 1775

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
These pictures are now 121 years old. They show Walter‘s grandparents on their wedding day and their house built in 1775 in Schainbach. 



Walter‘s Grandfather‘s House and 
Blacksmith Shop

Built in 1775

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
The house is still there. Walter lives on the same street about two blocks away from his grandfather‘s house. The blacksmith shop of Walter‘s grandfather and father is still there beside the house, but has not been used commercially in over 50 years. Walter sometime makes ornamental iron work there.



Blacksmith Shop of Walter Kilian‘s 
Father and Grandfather

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
This is the inside of the blacksmith shop. The chicken is one of the things Walter made. This is the Master blacksmith certificate of Walter‘s father.Even today in Germany, it is only allowed for a craftsman to run a business if he is a certified master. There is a move for Germany to accept the far easier European ISO certificate, which is by far not as strict as a master‘s certificate. This is naturally opposed by the handcraft professions because it would allow lesser qualified foreign craftsmen to operate businesses in Germany.



Proof the Steinbach Andreas and
the North Carolina Andreas 

are the Same Person

1. Documentary proof of each

generation in Walter‘s family back 

to Andreas‘ grandfather.

2. DNA test proved North Carolina 

Killians share a common ancestor

with Walter Kilian, with 99.54% 

certainty in the 11th generation

The Origin of the Kilians in Germany
Notiz
Until July 2011, we had a rather strong circumstantial case that the Steinbach Andreas and the North Carolina Andreas were the same person. But it was not conclusive documentary evidence.In July 2011 Walter Kilian agreed to a DNA test that conclusively proves he is related to the North Carolina Killians. That together with documentary evidence of Walter‘s ancestry removes all doubt that the Steinbach Andreas and the North Carolina Andreas are the same person.I will leave it to Cheryl to explain the DNA evidence.



Fini




